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When our two daughters ,went off to Brandei~, I began to think about 

my own beginning at college, in the early 1940s. Coming from the Jewish 

neighborhood o~ Albany Park on Chicago's North Side, none of us ever 

thought of shopping around £or colleges by visiting them. You went to 

whatever college gave you a scholarship. Thus, I had never $een the medieval

looWDg towers of the University of Chicago until the day I started there. 

I began college with a tremendous respect for those Gothic buildings 

and for the Western Cultural Tradition th~y r~presented. Plato, Aristotle, 

Aquinas were all among my heroes even though I kne-w little about them. 

Abraham, Moses, David and the other members of the Jewish pantheon (if I 

may be permitted that terminology) were more familiar to m~J but I took 

them more or less for granted. Re~eiving a good university ~ducation, I 

developed a strong liking for Socrates, Hume, John Stuart Mill and the 

rest, and this rever~nce for the Western philosophic tradition was to 

continue for a ' long time. 

As a matter of fact, my loyalty to their teachi-ngs remained un

questioned all the way th~ough college and medical school, and it was 

onl.y after I finished my schooling t~at I had to begin to think. I 

believe it was Marshall McLuhan ~ho said ones education begins 

atter one finishes ~chool. Perhaps because X became a pediatrician, ! 

began to pay close attention to the views of these philosophers on · 

children. And what a surprise! 

Plato and Aristotle advocated infanticide. for. any weak or deformed 

children. When it ~ame to old folks, they w~ren't any better; and as 

far as chronic invalids were concerned, Plato would leave them to die 

on the mountainside so that they would not pass on their disability to 

their children. plato was an early proponent of population control, and 

~dvised murderous measures to take care of babies born without au~horiza

tion. 

Not unlike the Paul Ehrlichs of today, h~ predicted disast~r to 

the democratic process if population growth got out of hand, and his 

r~mcdies included feticide and infan~icide. Aristotle also pre~cribed 

abortion if a wife became pregnant after the couple h~d th~ numbCi!r of · 

children allow~d by la~. 

La rE:r,• the Roman philosophers also advised elimination of auy deformed or 

we-ak newbc,rn by killing it. Seneca felt i 't was as reasonable to drown 
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f eeble newborn babies as to slay diseased sheep. Tacitus sneered at 

the Jews for not allowing any of their newborn babies to be put to 

death. 

Medieval thinkers and refor~ers were no improvement. Martin 

Luther denqunced the feeble-m!nded as godless and advised dro(,Zning 

them in the nearest river, since they had no souls. John Calvin had 

a similar explanati'on for mental deficiency. I hope all . of you with 

university educations know what Martin Luther thought of Jews, :;:o 

that you can trace the direct line from his thinking to that of 

Adolph Hitler. The later membe~s of the utilitarian school, including 

Mill and Jeremy Bentham advocated the greatest good for the greatest 

number, and you kno~ where t.hat emphasis left the marginal membet·s of 

society the widows, orphans, lame, sickJ weak and old. The original 

Darwinian theory promptly led to social Darw.l.ni..sm- the intellectual 

justification of the survival of the fittest - according to this 

doctrine, those who failed . fully deserved their fate~ 

Is it any wonder that in our own times, modern· Western philosophers have 

the same views? Thus, Joseph Fletcher, renowned professor of Med~cal 

Ethics at the University of Virginia Medical School states that a 

person with an tQ below 40 is questionably a person, and below 20, not 

a person at all. Nobel prize winner James Watson advised just three 

years ago that a child not be given legal status until three days after 

birth, so that if bo.rn tt~i th defects previously . . undetected, it could be 

killed. He stated, t•I believe this view is the only rational, 

compassionate attitude." So much for compa'ssion and rational thought. 

As you might imagine, these new insights I acquired into the 

Western Cultural Tradition made it considerably less attractive) to 

say the l~ast. And, about this time, I b~g~n to make up double columns 

with Jewish on one side and western ~ or American Culture - on the other. 

Thus, under American, I listed uthe greatest good for the greatest 

number''; its counterpart under Jewish (and I ·hasten to add that often 

Jews do not behave Jewishly) is .. priority to widows, orphans, poor and 

other marginal groups." Under American- "mit"\d your own businessu; 

under .Jewish, 11 I am my brother• s keeper. 11 Under American ,.abortion on 

demand", under Jewish "control b.y Bet Din.u Under American, .. be a man11
; 

under Jewish, 14be a mensch." And, appropriate fo't' the High Holydays, 

American is ''New ;lear• s . Eve", Jewish is •• ·,'J.J e ,.1 ef~) " ~i th the 

180° difference between them. 
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untrustworthy as guides to living, I then took· a closer look at 

the institutions, mainly - college, that to a great extent serve as these philoso

phers'modern base of operations. And, as you might anticipate, the 

influence of college ~nd unlv~rsi ty life itself proved just as 

questionable as that of the alle~ed great= thinkers. 

Thu5, from a medical standpoint, the first yea~ co~lege student 

is extraordinarily vulnerable to a host of diseases including hyper

thyroidism, tuberculosis, menstrual d~sturbances, infectious mono, 

hepatitis, emotional depression · as well as one ·'or· the highest suicide rates 
in this country all 

1\tor .any age group. These are"conditions closely associated with 

patterns of living, and I invite all o£ you who have not already 

noticed, to inve$tigate the changes in eating and sleeping patterns 

that occur on entry to college, particularly ~hen that college is 

at least 500 miles from home. And, how many students want to be 

closer than that to home, when one considers the lower status usually 

associated with attending the local college . 

. l:t .. i~- ~ot surp~ising th~.t the co1.leg~ st~d.ent develops a host of 

physi~~~l and e~otional disorders, _. .. . when one considers that, in the 

midst of major bodily changes associated with adolescent development, 

h~ is wrenched f~om the p~otected environment o£ h~s family)and thrust 

into the peer-oriented, faculty-dominated college sc~ne, where the 

friendly p sychia tris.t and understanding counsel.or wi 11 encourage 

~hildren to express feelings of hatred towards their own· UtOthel:'s and fathers with 

complete lic~nse, Small wonder the student's' patterns of sleeping1 

eating, and socializing change too rapidly for their physical and 

mental health. 

This is the American ~ay, and, in ~ previously mentioned double column entry, 

contrast colleg~ with the traditional Jewish practice of boarding the 

Yeshivah student with a family) and having him neat days" with other 

households 1 thus overlappin3 home and school. 

America has becom£ a family-threatening society, from the 

moment of birth when the mother is separated from her family and 

delivers her baby in a hospita16 The baby is then separated into a 

nursery. D"spite all the lipser.vice given to breastfeeding, the 

reality is that 90% of mothers do not. 1oung babies are placed in 
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day care c~nt~rsj and,at the other end of life, old folks are segregated 

into nursing homes)and everyone must die under hospital conditions of 

.tensive care, where the opportunity tor. family visiting is 5 minutes 

every hout'. 

University life is an i~ortant part of this family-destructive 

pattern, and I now move to the heart of my message today. In my 

opinion there is one important influence countering the ~angers 

inherent in the modern university. It does not appear to be a strong 

influence. It oo~s not have a large budget and probably continually 

runs a deficit. Yet it is strong enough to offer the Jewish pt:ophets a~ an alter-

native to those West~rn cultural philosophers. It is strong enough 

to protect - and even strengthen - the linkages between the Jewish 

families and their children at Brandeis. It is st~ong enough to 

support physical and emotional health, enabling students to sift out 

the beneficial from the harmful in college lite. 

This organization, familiar to everyone,here, operateg 9omewhat 

visibly, but mostly underground. It serves as a most important 

counter-culture base even though its _name- Brandeis Hillel- sounds 

very establishment. And I am personally grateful to Rab.bi Al Axelrad 

for t.he protection and growth ~pportunities he has afforded our own daughters, 

Ruth and Sally, as well as their friends. Particularly for young 

women, as the influence of American Women's Lib seeps through into 

Jewish life, the adaptability of Brandeis· Hill·e.l and the creation of 

what might be called "min~ag Brandeis., has b~en, in .. my opinion; an impor.tant atil.izir. 

factor in this stormy period. 

At the same time, I am concerned that the ceremonial aspects of 

Brandeis Hillel life (and I see the same in Chicago, and at Ramah camps, 

~nd elsewhere) may eclipse the at least equally important biologic 

aspects. Again, perhaps due to my medical background, I have focussed 

on what might be called 1'biologic Judaism... The fit:"St of the 613 

Commandments is ''be fruitful and mul tiply"1 and this cornerstone charge 

cannot have been placed in that top priority position by accident. 

Accordingly 1 give you some further entdes in my double columns~ 

Thus, American is "Zero Population Growth•'; Jewish is ' 1be fruitful 

and multipl)'". .American is priority at stop lights to funeral 

processions over weddings; Jewish is just the oppo$ite. American is 
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bottle feeding; Je~ish i~ breasfeeding. American is obstetricians; 

Je~ish is midwives. The American concept of womanhood is reflected in 

the word ,.hysterectomy•• relat.ed to hysterical,; the Jewish word for 

uterus is p fl' related to CO~t';passion. American is The Pill · and 

contraception regardless of risk, abortion on demand, and euthanasia 

called "d~ath with dignity".. Ame-rican is pushing all non-procreative 

forms of sexual activi~y, sterili~ation, vasec~omy, tubal . ligation, 

unisex, and homosexuality now called "Gay Libu - all anti-life 

oriented. Jewi$h is just the opposite- choose life. A major part of 

the High Holyday Torah selections deals with the successful conquest 

of barrenness, infertility by Sarah, Rachel and Hannah. This mes·sage 

is central to Judaism. American is the family that prays togethe~ 

stays together- except we know it doesn't. And while in this audience 

I cannot argue for ;l J 'i) J.J, nevertheless_, Jewish is the family that 

prays apart stays together- and we know it works. America is guality 

of life; Jewishn~ss is :')(.ll'ltl, holiness of life. 

I would venture to predict that in the judgment of history, Hillel 

organizations throughout the country ·will not ultimately be measured by 

the number of pairs of T' filin a boy wears or whether or not girls wear a 

Talis. The Jewish Catalogue is a delight, but the making of Havdalah 

candles and crocheting kippot is not likely to be the central issue. 

tong after aliyot for women and the kashruth of swordfish have ceased 

to be issues~ the crucial ' biologic determin~nts • of Jewish survival will 

remain. 

In the judgment of historyJ PhDs, Phi Beta Kappas and the re~t of 

academic laurels will ~ be the highest standard of achievement. 

Rather, the measure will . be in accord with the first of the 613J the 

&n procreation. How many child.ren did you have? Did you breast£eed 

them? Did you raise them in a family s~tting? These are the achieve

ments that not only will overshadow the best awards any modern university 

can bestow; but also are highly appropriate for this Jl"l.:>cf;> pr • 
This is a day to remember - and to !!-member. To ~ep~oduce, to replenishJ 

to resupply. The. word ·1' ;)<:f (remember) is practically the same as the 

word "') :J,( (male). the obvious conclusion is that the concept of 

remembrance and the reality of children are inseparable. 
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It is not enough to simply remember without a hyphen unless we 

r.!:.~~r ~~ a hyphen. This is the area I call "Jewish biologyu that 

in my opinion demands top priority on the ~ Brandeis tlillel agenda, 

and it was to deliver ·this message that I accepted Rabbi Ax~lrad's kind 

invitation to speak today. n:aiologic Judaism" deserves the most serious 

consideration by all Jewish university students and their organizations, 

since the 612 mitvot which follow must certainly depend on the first. 

I wish to close by reading two poems from a recently published 

collection by Danny Siegel, a major Jewish poet from your own Boston 

area. the first is called The Five-Year Plan, Revised: 

• 



;: 
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THE 5-YEAR PLAN, REVISED 

If 100.000 Jewish tccn-;)ge girls 
in their jeans and see-through. shirts 
would say to their I OOJOOO 
Jewish tccn-'-IBe boyfriends 
in their je"ns and shlocky T-shirts-

if they wou1Ll only say to them: 
Scott Sean 

Craig Bradford 
if they would only say in$tead: 

Shrnuc.! Bercl 
Herschel Hertzel 
Laizer Zies~l 

That was your last kiss! 
.Keep your hands off me! 
Go study Torah. 
then come back and we'll talk about 
pas~ion in the moonlight •. . 

0 

Cory 
Crawford 

Mendel 
Hcschel 
Yiodel 

Why--
Great Day in the Mornin 

the Messiah would be sittin in a rockinchair 
011 the porch, 
liHenin lo the summer crickets. 
smellin the kugel and gefilte fisn, 
just about rc::ady to sit with us 
f'or Shabbas dinner, 

How do I know, 
as the Old Song GOeS , 
the Talnwd tells me so: 
A just·turned-20 Rachel 
did it to a shepherd 
1900 y~.ars ago 
1n lsrael-
onc grubby, coarse son of Yossef 
named Akiva . 
"tr.norant z.hlob!" 
she said, 
staring hi$ soul to life 
with eyeS; blazing with Sinaifire 
and a touc:h of sexiness 
th41t leaves Liz 'taylor 
looking like Klayno. Red Riding Hood. 
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Rory 
Lance 

Fishel 
Leibel 

Arise 0 Rachelach! 
Usl: your ~yes 
.and make our shlemiels farbrennt·and r~trshvitzt for Torah. 
Turn them into paragoni cf Menschlichk~it. 

• N.u?l • 
History is waiting for you. 
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the second is excerpted: 

A RECENT IMMIGRANT COMES 
FROM THE SOVIET UNION . 
TO HlS FAM.ILY ·IN THE U.S. 

and asks 
3 questions in shul: 

are th~ children? 

are the children? 

are. the children? 
Did I pass through Auschwitz, 

lo sec a synngogue 

1. Where 

2. Where 

3. Where 

too dignified to tolerate 
five·year-olds playing on the bima.? 

Did I live in Leningrad 
for 30 years 
at minyans 
for the feeble zeydes 

to find a freedom 
empty of the noise 
of unadulterated childhood? 

There they hid or died. 
There their parents' fear · 

turned them into goyim 
and marranos 

But here there is no reason. 
Without giggling and ~houts 

and infants crying 
your sanctuary 
is a vacant temple 
your prayers 
3rc hypocritical. 

Le.t us have noise and chaos 
in the house of prayer 

Lest we en usc ourselves 
a sdf-mui.le holocaust 

Lest Berlin and Moscow 
win a victory 

we fought 
but lose now 

for the sake 
of order l 

\~-a-ncfa myth of church-learned 
straight proprieties 
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I hope Danny Siegel's moving poetry compensates for the shortcomings 

of my O'tlln pt;ose. 

I wish you all a 

I appreciate tpe opportunity to be· with you today 1 and · 

~) ~ ) Jl t, 1 .. ? ·z J C :J J e f. 

Robert Mendelsohn, M.D. 
September 1976 
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